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up to 20 users!



 

VIDEOKIT  

The Pluggy Plus 2-wire system is the fastest and most secure way to have a great video 
door entry system, WiFi is also available and can be integrated with CCTV. Discover the 
perfect offer for 1-way or little systems: the Pluggy video kit is complete and ready for installation, 
with dedicated high-level elements for top design, technology, usability and installation, 
with a valid solution for expandability.

Pluggy Plus technology today offers the WiFi videokit made up of: a 7" touch screen indoor station, 
Alba entry door panel and power supply. The system can be extended up to 20 users with 1 
door panel and video master monitors and eventual additional slave elements (audio- 
video or only audio). On the monitor you can watch up to 4 cctv cameras.

KIT 1SEPG+ 
WiFi connected single-family colour videokit. Complete and program-
med for a ready installation, it is made up of dedicated elements: 1 x art. 
SEM7PG 7" touch monitor + Alba entry door panel (1 only allowed for each 
installation) with wide-angle camera + power supply unit. Expandable up 
to 20 calls (by adding up to 2 x button module art. CTPG and further SEM7PG 
monitors). Moreover, additional SE7PG monitors (with Sette aesthetics) can 
be integrated in each flat as "slave" elements and SEIPG intercoms, too.

SEIPG
Additional intercom for videokit 1SEPG+. Equipped with handset, cord with 
double plug, 2 buttons for lock opening and other functions. Intercom service 
available within the flat.

CTPG
Additional module with up to 8 push buttons Alba series. To be added to 
the video entry door panel included into 1SEPG+ videokit, to be completed with 
the corresponding installation elements. Max 2 x CTPG each installation.

SEM7PG
WiFi master monitor, attractive aesthetics, hands-free, 7" touch LCD 
screen and video memory integrated, possibility of memory expansion via 
uSD card, menu interface with OSD, touch buttons and LED icons and 
indicators.

2-wire / expandable up to 20


